Effectively selling products online is a challenging task. Today's product domains often contain a dizzying variety of brands and models with highly complex sets of characteristics. This paper addresses the problem of supporting product search and selection in domains containing large numbers of alternatives with complex sets of features. A number of online shopping websites provide product choice assistance by making direct use of Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT). While the MAUT approach is appealing due to its solid theoretical foundations, there are several reasons that it does not fit well with people's decision making behavior. This paper presents an approach designed to better fit with people's natural decision making process. The system is called VMAP for Visualizing Multi-Attribute Preferences. VMAP provides on one screen both a multi-attribute preference tool (MAP-tool) and a product visualization tool (V-tool). The product visualization tool displays the set of available products, with each product displayed as a point in a 3D attribute space. By viewing the product space, users can gain an overview of the range of available products, as well as an understanding of the relationships between their attributes. The MAP-tool integrates expression of preferences and filter conditions, which are then immediately reflected in the V-tool display. In this way, the user can immediately see the consequences of his expressed preferences on the product space.
Introduction
Effectively selling products online is a challenging task. Today's product domains often contain a dizzying variety of brands and models with highly complex sets of characteristics. Electronic products such as laptop computers, digital cameras, and mobile phones are good examples. The task of supporting online shopping is further complicated by the fact that there are many different types of shopping behavior that we may need to support, ranging from hedonic shoppers who shop because they enjoy the process to utilitarian shoppers who shop to find a product that best satisfies a particular need. 1 In this paper, we address the problem of supporting utilitarian shopping in product domains containing large numbers of alternatives with complex sets of features. We can think of a utilitarian shopping as the process of searching for a product that best fits the shopper's preference criteria. The process of choosing an outcome that best satisfies a set of preferences has been extensively studied in the field of Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT). The traditional MAUT approach to preference elicitation starts by describing each item in the choice set in terms of a number of attributes. The decision maker (the customer in this case) is then asked a series of questions concerning his preferences for various values of the attributes, as well as combinations of values. From the answers to these questions a preference order over the items is constructed and the most preferred item is the recommended. The value of this approach is that it reduces the daunting task of choosing among a large set of complex alternatives to the process of answers a series of relatively simple questions. A number of online shopping websites provide product choice assistance by directly implementing this procedure. Examples include Activebuyersguide 2 and General Motors' vehicle advisor. 3 While this approach is appealing due to its solid theoretical foundations, there are several reasons that it does not fit well with people's decision-making behavior. From the standpoint of shopping behavior, it is rather off putting for a customer to be forced to answer a long series of questions before he is permitted to see the list of available products. It is natural for customers who want to "enter the store" and look over the set of available products before and during the process of selecting the most suitable one. More generally, more recent research in the area of behavioral decision theory 4 indicates that human choice is an adaptive and constructive process rather than one of expressing existing well-defined preferences. This has a number of implications for product choice assistance tools.
• The system should reveal domain knowledge whenever possible. 5 Particularly in domains that are unfamiliar to the user, he may need to learn about the domain before he can construct preferences. 6 For example, suppose that I am in the process of designing a house. Before I can indicate how sensitive I am to price, I must have some general idea of the price range of a house of the size I want to build and what various materials cost. I also need to know things like the fact that wooden beams are more expensive than steel but look better. I may know that I want wooden beams and a stone floor, but to express a tradeoff I need to know the price of each.
• The system should not impose a rigid order for preference elicitation. 5 Users may differ in the part of the problem they wish to focus on first. In the process of constructing their preferences, users may also change their minds about earlier expressed preferences.
• The system should reveal the consequences of the user's partially expressed preferences at all stages. In eliciting preferences, we must choose some interface through which the user will communicate his preferences. Users may not fully understand the consequences of the information they communicate through this interface. Thus it is important to immediately display the consequences of expressed preferences to provide feedback to the user.
• The system should support incremental elicitation of preferences. 5, 7 It may not be necessary for the user to provide enough information to identify an optimal alternative. After providing some preference information, the user may be able to easily select an optimal or near-optimal alternative from a list of highly ranked alternatives.
Much research has been done by developing efficient methods for navigating online product catalogs. Some work has concentrated on aiding decision making in the selection of consumer products and services by applying information visualization techniques. For example, FilmFinder 8 supports exploration of available films by using a simple selection tools and providing an overview with zoom and filter and details-on-demand. Other work applying information visualization techniques are InfoZoom, 9 MultiNav, 10 and EZChooser 11 that provide functional product selection tools and comparison tools. However, this technique is based on incremental query construction and does not provide feedback on the utility of product alternatives.
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Other research applies MAUT for elicitation of preference to help the user search and select products. For example, Product scoring catalog (PSC) 13 provides a soft navigation by embedding preference elicitation mechanism called scoring tree to help the user select the most appropriate product. The scoring tree is used to evaluate and sort products. The high scoring products are more visible than the low scoring products. Other work implementing preference elicitation includes Automated travel assistant (ATA), 14 Apt Decision, 15 Interactive data exploration and analysis (IDEA), 16 and Smart Client.
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The integration of visualization and MAUT provides another alternative approach for online product selection. Research from Blythe 12 shows the first implementation of this approach in such a way that preference elicitation is combined with applying the current preference model to the set of alternatives to generate new suggestions. The implemented system is called visual exploration and incremental elicitation (VEIL). VEIL uses a 2D projection to display items with their scores. The use of 2D display makes VEIL's interface easy to understand, but it limits the amount of information that can be displayed. VEIL seems most suited to domains where items can be described in terms of relatively few attributes. In this paper, we follow this approach and extend the implementation by addressing more issues described above, increasing the capability to comparing more attributes, and providing more flexible tools in one screen so that users can easily grasp an overview of the search process at all times. In addition, we perform extensive evaluation of our approach by measuring user satisfaction after using both systems that implement this approach and MAUT approach. Our system is called VMAP for Visualizing Multi-Attribute Preferences. VMAP provides on one screen both a multi-attribute preference tool (MAP-tool) and a product visualization tool (V-tool). The product visualization tool displays the set of available products, with each product displayed as a point in a 3D space. The V-tool can display three attributes using position and one using shape. Users can select and change the attributes being displayed at any time. By viewing the product space, users can gain an overview of the range of available products, as well as an understanding of the relationships between their attributes. Users can also zoom in on areas of interest. The MAP-tool integrates expression of preferences and filter conditions. Specifying filter conditions immediately eliminates products from the V-tool display. Preferences are displayed in the V-tool using color. In this way, the user can immediately see the consequences of his expressed preferences on the product space. By including the entire preference elicitation interface in one screen, the user can easily specify preferences in any order and change earlier expressed preferences. The V-tool permits the user to select and view the details of any item. So the user can easily select one or more products before he has completely specified his preferences.
We illustrate the concepts in VMAP using the laptop computer domain as a running example. This is a challenging domain because of the large space of products, the large set of attributes, the variety of different types of attributes, and the complex relationships among attributes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of the aspects of multi-attribute utility theory used in this paper. Section 3 presents the data and MAUT models used in VMAP. Section 4 presents the details of the V-tool and MAP-tool interfaces. Section 5 discusses the evaluation of the system, including design of the study and analysis of the results. Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 presents conclusions.
Multi-Attribute Utility Theory
Multi-attribute utility theory 18 is concerned with the evaluation of the consequences or outcomes of a decision maker's decisions or actions, where outcomes are characterized with sets of features called attributes. The attributes will be denoted by X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n , and outcomes by x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ), where x i designates the value of attribute X i . The outcome space Ω is just the Cartesian product X 1 ×X 2 ×· · ·×X n . We will often talk about subsets Y of the set of attributes X = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n }, and also refer to Y and their complements Z = X − Y as attributes. With respect to such a pair (Y, Z), an outcome x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) can be written as (y, z). For example, if n = 5 and
When there is no uncertainty involved, in order to make decisions, an agent needs only express preferences among outcomes. If the decision maker's preferences satisfy some commonly accepted rationality constraints, then the preference relation, denoted by , can be captured by an order-preserving, real-valued value function v.
In order to reduce the complexity of obtaining preferences over items described by large sets of attributes, it is typical to make independence assumptions that permit a high dimensional value function to be decomposed into a combination of lower dimensional functions. Given a preference order over Ω, an attribute Y ⊂ X is preferentially independent of its complement Z, or, for short, Y is PI, if the preference over outcomes that are fixed in Z at some level does not depend on this level. The attributes X = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n } are mutually preferentially independent if every subset Y of these attributes is preferentially independent of its complementary set. This property is important because it guarantees the existence of a particularly simple form of value function. If a set of attributes X 1 , . . . , X n is mutually preferentially independent, then there exists an additive value function
that faithfully represents the decision maker's preferences. The v i are called sub-value functions and specify the decision maker's preferences over values of the corresponding attribute x i , while the tradeoff coefficients c i specify the relative importance of each attribute. In this paper, we will assume that preference are mutually preferentially independent and thus will work only with additive value functions.
Data and MAUT Models
We distinguish two types of attributes that can be used to describe items: interval and nominal. 19 The range of an interval attribute is linearly ordered with a distance measure defined on it. The range of a nominal attribute is simply a discrete set of values with no ordering and no distance measure. The types of attributes are important because they determine how data is represented in the visual structure and how preferences are represented and elicited. For example, interval attributes can be displayed on an axis and nominal attributes can be represented by differently shaped symbols on a graph. Laptop computers can be described by a combination of interval and nominal attributes. Examples of interval attributes include processor speed [500, 2000]MHz, hard disk capacity [5, 40] GB, and amount of installed RAM [32, 1024] MB. Examples of nominal attributes include operating system {Linux, Windows XP, Windows 2000, Windows NT} and wireless network capability {yes, no}.
As mentioned previously, our MAUT model assumes an additive form for the value function. We normalize each sub-value function v i to have a range of values from 1 to 5. The coefficients c i specify the relative importance of each attribute. The specification of the sub-value functions depends on the kind of attribute. For interval attributes, we assume a linear function between the end points specified by the user. The end points are by default the lowest and highest possible values of the attribute, but can be narrowed if the user specifies filter conditions, e.g., a maximum price of 1500 dollars. We assume a particular directionality of preference for each attribute. So, for example, we assume users prefer less expensive laptops, all else being equal. For nominal attributes the user must specify his preferences for the various values of the attribute. For example, a user might indicate the desirability of different brands as Compaq = 3, Sony = 4, and Toshiba = 5.
We assign initial default constant values for the sub-value functions and tradeoff coefficients so that the system always has a complete specification of the value function and can always provide a ranking of the products. Sub-value functions for nominal attributes are all initialized to a constant value of three as are the tradeoff coefficients. Sub-value functions for the interval attributes are initialized to linear functions over the range of each attribute value.
The VMAP Interface
A guiding principle in the design of VMAP has been to display information concerning the product space, the elicitation process, and the result of the elicitation process in one screen. In this way, the user can always immediately see the consequences of his expressed constraints and preferences reflected in the item space. Figure 1 shows a screen shot of the 3D star field 8 type display. We have chosen to use a 3D rather than the usual 2D star field display due to the large number of products in the space. As can be seen from the figure, the display provides an initial overview of the entire product space. Having an overview is important because it helps reduce search time, allows the detection of overall patterns, and aids the user in choosing the next move. 20 The X, Y, and Z axes in the figure represent processor speed, installed RAM, and hard disk capacity, respectively. The shapes of the points in the graph represent different laptop brands. The color of each point shows the score according to the currently specified value function. The 3D display allows users to clearly see the relationship between attributes. For example, they can see how screen size and weight are related. It also allows users to see clusters in the product space and to see the ranges of the attribute values. Due to the distortion the 3D perspective causes to the relative positions of products on the axes, we provide the option to view 2D projections along the XY , XZ, and Y Z planes.
V-tool interface
This is done via the buttons , , and , respectively. The 2D projection facilitates identifying extreme points, like the cheapest laptop. Since objects in a 3D representation of a large product space can often occlude one another, users can also grab and rotate the graph to view it from any angle. Since users may wish to inspect regions of the product space in various ways, the V-Tool supports several forms of drill-down. First, the user can view the details of any given laptop by right clicking on the point of interest, as shown in Fig. 2 . The user can also zoom in or out and pan in a continuous manner by manipulating the mouse. The user can focus on certain attribute values by setting filter conditions. Filter conditions for nominal attributes are set with check boxes and those for interval attributes are set with slider bars. Setting of filter conditions is integrated with preference elicitation in the MAP-Tool. As filter conditions are changed, the items in the display disappear or reappear. Associated with filtering of interval attributes is a display expand/contract feature. Suppose that the total range of prices of laptops is 800 to 3000 dollars and that the user chooses to view only laptops that have a price range between 1200 and 1500 dollars. All those laptops that do not satisfy the filter condition will disappear from the display. If price is one of the axes of the graph, say the x axis, then all the points in the graph will now occupy only a small vertical slice somewhere in the center of the x axis. The user can use the expand button to set the endpoints of the axis to the endpoints of the filter range, i.e., 1200 to 1500 dollars. In this way, the user can select a subset of the attribute range of interest and then inspect the items in this subset in more detail. The contract button undoes the effect of the expand button. 
MAP-tool interface
The MAP-Tool interface integrates the functions of attribute selection, attribute value filtering, and preference elicitation. As shown in the upper right-hand portion of Fig. 1 , users can select the attributes that are important to them. This helps to simplify and focus the elicitation process. Next users can specify filter conditions to indicate values of attributes they do not want to consider. For interval attributes the MAP-Tool provides slider bars, as shown in Fig. 3 . For nominal attributes check boxes are used, as shown in Fig. 4 . For preference elicitation, we use the decomposition approach with direct rating scale in which users directly assign weights to a set of attributes. 21 We choose this approach because it is a relatively quick way for users to specify their preferences and has been shown to be quite accurate. Reducing the burden of preference elicitation is important in order to retain the engagement of the user. VMAP handles the fact that users may be uncertain about attribute weights by making it easy for the user to change weights and immediately see the effects on the ranking of the product space. An alternative approach is to explicitly model the uncertainty in attribute weights. 22 The technique is also flexible and meshes well with the use of filter conditions and with the visualization -users can easily experiment with various weights and see the results reflected in the V-Tool display. Coupling the MAP-Tool and V-Tool would be much more difficult and less natural with an elicitation technique like conjoint analysis that relies on answers to pairwise comparisons of sets of attribute values. Preference elicitation consists of determining preferences over the values of each attribute and of determining the relative importance of each attribute. For interval attributes we simply assume a linear function over the values of the attribute between the end points set by the filter condition or the extreme values if no filter condition has been set. We assume either an increasing or decreasing function, depending on the attribute. For example, preference is decreasing in price while it is increasing in processor speed. To specify preferences over nominal attributes, as well as to specify relative importance of attributes, we use a common interface technique which we call a proportional slider bar. A proportional slider bar contains multiple sections differentiated by color. The position of the separation between each pair of adjacent sections is controlled by a slider arrow. By putting all the information about attribute or attribute value weights in one slider bar, the user can easily see the values of the weights relative to one another. This technique also uses very little screen space, which is important since fitting the entire VMAP interface into one screen is a key design criterion of the system. The proportional slider for specifying relative importance of attributes is shown in Fig. 5 . Each feature that the user specifies he cares about is added to the proportional slider. The colors of the regions on the slider bar are keyed to the colors of the attributes in the list above it. Each subslider represents the relative importance on a scale of 1 to 5.
To specify preferences over nominal attributes, users select the attribute from the list shown in the lower right-hand side of Fig. 1 and shown in detail in Fig. 4 . The proportional slider then appears in the area below the list. In this case the user has chosen to specify the weights for the various values of the attribute Brand Name. If the user specified filter conditions that filter out some values of the attribute, these values do not appear in the proportional slider.
The user specified preferences are displayed and continuously updated in the V-Tool 3D display field using a color spectrum. Lowest rated items are shown in blue and highest rated items are shown in red. The top rated item is shown in yellow. A color spectrum bar directly beneath the display field permits the user to hide items with various ratings as shown in Fig. 6 . Thus, for example, the user can choose to focus on only the highly rated items, or the items at the extremes, or to display only the top rated item.
Evaluation
The objective of our evaluation was to determine the benefits, if any, attained from adding visualization to MAUT versus the use of MAUT alone. To do this, we implemented a MAUT-based product selection system for the laptop domain. The system was designed following some of the more popular commercial online product selection tools. We implemented the MAUT system ourselves rather than using an existing system so that we could run the system locally and avoid any variability in response time due to Internet and server traffic. We had a group of participants who carry out a number of tasks on the MAUT-based product selection system and on our VMAP-based system. We then asked the participants to rate each system according to six categories: ease of use, speed of use, system interactability, system comprehensibility, user confidence, and overall satisfaction with the system. The questionnaire used was designed and then tested for construct validity and reliability on a pilot group of subjects. After reliability and validity were determined to be sufficient, a full-scale evaluation was conducted. Since the pilot study did not indicate any needed changes, the pilot and full-scale evaluations were conducted in the same manner.
The experiment

Comparison system
The construction of the comparison system was based on a survey of existing online shopping websites that use MAUT. Most sites allow the user to indicate which attributes are of interest and then specify both preferences and filter conditions. Almost all sites use decomposition with direct rating scale to elicit preferences. Most sites display results in a tabular form on a page separate from the one used to specify preferences. To change preferences, the user must go back to the preference page and make the changes. Accordingly, our comparison system first provides a query screen to specify filter conditions and preferences (Fig. 7) . The user is prompted to specify filter conditions and/or preferences only for those attributes that he indicates he is interested in. The system then displays a ranked list of alternatives in a tabular form on a result page (Fig. 8) . The user can go back to the query page and make changes to the specifications at any time. The user can select some items from the result page and see the details of the items displayed side-by-side in a tabular format (Fig. 9 ).
Tasks
In the introduction we listed four requirements for an effective product choice assistance tool. The tasks we selected for the participants were particularly designed to test these aspects of the two systems being compared. Each criterion was evaluated in a number of ways:
• The system should reveal domain knowledge whenever possible: This was evaluated by asking the user about attribute ranges and about relationships between attributes.
• The system should not impose a rigid order for preference elicitation: This was evaluated by asking the user to change previously specified preferences.
• The system should reveal the consequences of the user's partially expressed preferences at all stages: This was evaluated by asking the user to observe the consequences of changes in his specified preferences.
• The system should support incremental elicitation of preferences: This was evaluated by asking the user questions about laptops in the top 40% of the ranking and indirectly by determining how quickly and easily he could find an appropriate laptop given some very general guidelines.
Tasks were designed with varying levels of difficulty. We were careful to design tasks in such a way that all participants who passed the screening could complete them. To make the comparison fair, the set of tasks for the VMAP and MAUT systems differed only in the parameter values used. The following are the tasks that participants performed with the VMAP system. Change the importance weight of Screen size to the highest value (5).
(f) What is the top-ranked laptop before and after the change? (g) What is the price range of laptops ranked above 60% before and after the change?
T3: Suppose you have been given a budget of $2500 to purchase a laptop and you would like to buy a high-performance machine. Select the features that you care about and specify their relative importance. Also specify any restrictions on attribute ranges that you have. Continue until you have found a laptop that satisfies your requirements.
(a) Which laptop did you choose?
Procedure
The study was conducted in the computer laboratory at the Information Technology Service Center, Chiang Mai University. Participants were screened to ensure that they satisfied the minimum requirements to use the VMAP system. The requirements included the ability to see colors, some experience in using an Internet browser, and an understanding of the attributes used to describe laptops. One hundred subjects were recruited, but only 80 subjects met the three requirements and were selected to participate. The evaluation had a within-subject design, with each subject using both systems to perform all three tasks. In order to compensate for learning effects, 23 half of the subjects first used the MAUT system and the other half first used the VMAP system. At the beginning of each session, participants were briefly introduced to the purpose of the study and given overview of the tasks to perform. Participants were then provided with online tutorials on the use of the VMAP and MAUT systems and given 45 minutes to go through the tutorials. They were then given 15 minutes to practice using each system before beginning their tasks. We opted for the use of an online tutorial rather than human instruction because it guaranteed that each participant received exactly the same instruction in the use of the systems.
Next, participants were introduced to the evaluation tasks. Two different but similar sets of task questions were used to avoid repetition. Participants wrote their answers to each task performed in order on the answer sheet. After finishing the tasks for both the VMAP and MAUT systems, participants completed the questionnaire summarizing their experience. Participants rated each system in six categories: ease of use, speed of use, system interactability, system comprehensibility, user confidence, and overall satisfaction with the system. The questionnaire contained 30 questions, with 2 to 7 questions in each category. The questionnaire is included in Appendix A. Each participant took about 3 hours to complete the study and was paid 100 baht (approx. $2.50) for participating.
Questionnaire construction
A number of well-known questionnaires exist for general evaluation of software usability. They include CSUQ, 24 PSSUQ, 25 PUEU, 26 SUMI, 27 USE, 28 and SUS.
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We used questions from these questionnaires for those criteria that our evaluation had in common with them. For other criteria, we developed our own questions.
Procedure
We selected items for our questionnaire that would evaluate whether the VMAP system achieved its stated design objectives. These included: reducing the time and effort for finding the best laptop; providing feedback to the users concerning the effects of their specific requirements and preferences; helping users understand the relationships between product attributes; giving users confidence in their selection of a product from among the available alternatives; and achieving a high overall user satisfaction. For those factors that had been included in previously published questionnaires, we used the corresponding questionnaire items. Thus we selected item numbers 1, 5, 11, 25, 26, 27, 30 from CSSUQ, item numbers 2, 6, 8, 9 from PSSUQ, item number 3 from PUEU, item number 4 from USE, item number 21 from SUS, and item number 29 from SUMI. The remaining 15 items were newly constructed. In the end, we had a pool of 30 items in our questionnaire in categories according to the above objectives. (See Appendix A for the content of questionnaire items). We chose to use a 7-point Likert scale with strongly disagree (−3), neither agree nor disagree (0), and strongly agree (3) because it has been shown to strike a good balance between reliability and discriminative burden on the respondent. 24, 30 Since all participants were Thai, the questionnaire was translated into Thai to minimize any misunderstanding of the questions. We ran a pilot study to test the reliability and validity of the questionnaire. The questionnaire was tested on 42 participants following the procedure described in Sec. 5.1.3.
Factor analysis and construct validity test
Factor analysis is used to detect structure in the relationships among questions and to determine the number of factors. We performed factor analysis by first producing a scree plot, which showed a point of discontinuity at six components, indicating the questionnaire contains six factors. The varimax-rotated factor pattern discloses the structure of the subscales. An item is assigned to a factor if the value of factor loading on that item is high. If it is not highly loaded on any factor, we have to consider which factor the item should be assigned to based on the content of the item. Of the 30 items, six items (7, 12, 14, 24, 27, and 19) were not highly loaded on any factor and were thus assigned to factors based on their content. (See Appendix A for the contents of questionnaire items). We then perform a reliability test to validate the assignments of items to factors (described in the next section). The result of the factor analysis is shown in Table 1 . The definitions of the factors are shown in Table 2 .
Reliability test
The most common way to estimate the reliability of summative scales is with Cronbach's coefficient alpha. 30 Coefficient alpha 32 is a measure of the internal 
Factors Definitions
Ease of use The degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would be free of effort 26 
Speed of use
The degree to which a person is satisfied with the time it takes to use a particular system System interactability The degree to which the system is easy to interact with System comprehensibility The degree to which the information the system provides is easy to comprehend User confidence
The degree to which a user is confident in the results presented by the system Satisfaction with the system The degree to which the system is pleasant to use, so that users are subjectively satisfied when using it 31 consistency of a scale and ranges from 0 (no reliability) to 1 (perfect reliability). A high alpha indicates that the items share the same objective and thereby are measuring the same underlying property. The literature on software evaluation generally considers a value above 0.70 as indicating acceptable reliability. 33 The overall reliability of the questionnaire is determined by calculating the Chronbach alpha over all items in the questionnaire, while the reliability of each factor is determined by calculating the Chronbach alpha over only the items in that factor. Table 3 shows the reliability values for the six factor subscales and the overall summative scale.
Since the values are all sufficiently high, it was not necessary to delete any items or factors.
Statistical analysis
The hypothesis we wished to test was whether subjects would score VMAP higher than the MAUT system in each of the six categories. In addition, we analyzed the subject demographic data to determine if there was any correlation between subject background and the scoring patterns. Since the experimental procedure in our pilot study was identical to that of the full-scale evaluation, we were able to combine subjects from the pilot study (42) with subjects from the full-scale evaluation (80), giving a total of 122 subjects for response analysis. We used the Yamane's simplified formula, 34 a well-known formula used in many usability studies, to statistically measure the sample size needed for our study.
We first determined a large number of users that our evaluation would affect. We assumed 20,000 users as a finite number of population size. The sample size for ±10% precision levels with 95% confidence level is 100. When we increased the population size to 25,000; 50,000; 100,000 or more than 100,000; the sample size was constantly 100. We needed 100 users for a number of sample size in our study. Therefore, 122 users were sufficient to evaluate the statistical results.
Results comparing VMAP and MAUT
The results were analyzed for each category of data: speed of use, ease of use, user confidence, system comprehensibility, system interactability, and satisfaction with the system. Paired samples t-test was used for hypothesis testing of user satisfaction scores for VMAP and MAUT systems. We accepted results at 99% confidence interval (p = 0.01) with significance (sig.(2-tailed)/2 < α; α = p) and t > 0. Figure 10 shows the mean scores of VMAP and the MAUT system over the six factors. The hypothesis that users rated the VMAP system higher than the MAUT system was confirmed in all categories except ease of use at p = 0.01, as shown in Table 4 . Users scored VMAP highest for comprehensibility and interactability, two of the primary design criteria. Users scored the MAUT system highest for ease of use, although the scores of the MAUT system and VMAP are almost identical in that category, with a difference of only 0.14. Over the remaining categories, the differences between the mean scores ranged from 0.71 for satisfaction with the system to 1.37 for system comprehensibility. In addition, while the overall rating combining all categories was high for both systems (VMAP = 5.75 and MAUT = 5.0), VMAP was rated higher, with the difference between the overall ratings statistically significant at p = 0.01.
We interviewed some of the subjects in order to determine the reasons that they rated one system higher than the other. A summary of the answers for each category follows:
(i) Speed of use: Subjects felt that they could rapidly modify their searches and obtain rapid feedback from the 3D graph of the VMAP system. (ii) Ease of use: Subjects said that they were more familiar and had more experience with the interface of MAUT system than the interface of VMAP system. The VMAP interface required some learning and practice. Users believed that if they became more familiar with the VMAP interface it would be a better system for selecting products. (iii) User confidence: Participants said that the color spectrum bar representing score percentages was very useful. It helped them easily cluster groups of highly recommended laptops and kept them focused on the group of most interesting laptops. They were also able to see the top-ranked laptop among other alternatives. These factors increased their confidence in the results. (iv) System comprehensibility: Participants said they could easily see the relationships between attributes (e.g., CPU speed vs. Price) directly from the 3D comparison graph. The VMAP system supported comparison of groups of laptops and provided a simple comparison on multiple attributes. In contrast, users found it difficult to see the relationships between attributes and to compare groups of laptops with the tabular format of the MAUT system. (v) System interactability: Subjects liked having the entire interface contained in one screen and being able to see the results of their actions immediately reflected in the V-Tool display. Users felt that such tight coupling supported rapid exploration and helped them to recover easily and quickly when they made errors in specifying their preferences. This was in contrast to the MAUT system in which results were displayed on a separate page and users had to toggle between pages to change settings and view the results. (vi) Satisfaction with the system: Subjects described the VMAP interface as more interesting and attractive than that of the MAUT system.
Demographic analysis
Demographic information collected from the participants included sex (male, female), age (below 25, 25 to 40), education level (high school, Bachelor degree, Master degree), specialty of education (science and technology, social science), and occupation (student, government employee, business owner). The demographic data shows that 80 participants were male and 42 participants were female. Ninetyone participants were below 25 years old, and 31 were between 25-40 years old. Most participants had a Bachelor degree (65). Forty-one participants had Masters degrees and 16 studied only through high school. Most of them had studied science and technology (112) and ten participants had studied social sciences. There were 99 students, 12 government employees, and 11 business owners. We analyzed the dependence of the rating in each of the six categories on these demographic factors. Independent samples t-test and ANOVA were used for analysis. We accepted results at 99% confidence interval (p = 0.01) with significance (sig.(2-tailed)/2 < α; α = p) and t > 0. We found the following statistically significant results. In the four categories ease of use, user confidence, system interactability, and satisfaction with the system the rating did not depend on any of the demographic factors. The factor speed of use was found to depend on occupation, with the biggest difference between the ratings given by students and by government employees. The mean student rating for VMAP on this factor was 5.59 and for MAUT was 5.02, while the mean government employee rating for VMAP was somewhat higher at 5.80 and for MAUT was only 3.21. The last factor, comprehensibility, was found to depend on the level of education, with the biggest difference between the ratings given by participants with a Bachelor degree versus a Master degree. The mean rating given to VMAP by participants with a Bachelor degree was 5.80 and for MAUT was 5.24. Participants with a Master degree had a much larger gap between the ratings given to VMAP and MAUT on this factor, with the mean rating for VMAP at 6.31 and for MAUT at only 3.86.
Combining data from the six categories into an overall satisfaction rating, analysis shows that the rating does not depend on any demographic factors. So we can conclude that overall the ratings of the participants depend more on the VMAP and MAUT systems themselves than on the demographic factors.
Related Work
Much research has been done on effective methods for navigating online product catalogs. Most of this research has concentrated on applications that use various information visualization techniques to support search and navigation. The main focus of the work is on aiding decision making in the selection of consumer products and services.
Ahlberg and Shneiderman developed FilmFinder, 8 which helps users explore a film database in a 2D space. FilmFinder supports exploration of available items, providing an overview with zoom and filter and details-on-demand by using a simple selection tool. Several important features of this work have been incorporated into the design of VMAP. First, query components (e.g., sliders and buttons) are used as filters to reduce the number of items in the result set. Second, a two-dimensional scatterplot called a Starfield display, supports selection and zooming for large item sets. Third, tight coupling means that every output is also a candidate for input, resulting in efficient use of screen space and focusing users' attention on a single location for collecting information.
Callahan and Koenemann present a table-based approach as demonstrated in a system called InfoZoom. 9 InfoZoom displays tables with attributes as rows and objects as columns. The column is expandable depending on the number of products in the result set. This approach can suffer from information cluttering when the number of products and product attributes becomes large. Lanning et al. proposed MultiNav 10 which implements a parallel coordinate approach. MultiNav provides a visualization interface for multidimensional data exploration and browsing tasks. The primary interface for exploration is a sliding rod. Users can browse for items that are near a given item in any of the dimensions that matter to them and uncover hidden relationships in the data set. Due to the linear data representation, comparing several products can be difficult. For example, if the user wants to compare memory size in two price ranges for digital cameras, he or she must specify the first price range by moving a sliding rod to the specified position and determine the memory size. The user must then repeat the task for the second price range, and then compare the memory sizes. The difficulty of comparison increases with the number of attributes and alternatives. Wittenburg et al. introduced a multi-dimensional visualization and interaction technique based on parallel bargrams and dynamic querying approaches. Their EZChooser system uses bargrams for displaying information. A bargram is derived from tipping over the columns (bars) of a histogram and laying them end-to-end, ignoring any null bins, and showing the relative count through the relative width of the bars.
11 EZChooser provides a good tool for visual data exploration, but does not adequately support the task of comparison when a large number of attributes and alternatives are present.
Other research addresses flexible elicitation of preference, or combining visualization with preference elicitation, or both.
Linden et al. 14 propose an iterative approach to preference elicitation, which they implement in the Automated Travel Assistant (ATA) system, that helps users to select airline flights. The ATA initially elicits minimal preference information from the user and then supplements this with default information to construct a complete value function. The system assumes that preferences are additive independent. After obtaining initial preference information, the ATA presents the user with a set of five candidate solutions, chosen from among the top-ranked flights. In selecting this set, the system uses two primary heuristics to aid the user in exploring and understanding the space of alternatives. The first is to display extrema, which in the flight domain means displaying the cheapest trip and the best nonstop trip. The other heuristic is to display solutions that differ sufficiently from one another. The difference between two solutions is simply defined as the sum of the differences between their attribute values. After being presented with the list of candidate flights, the user is free to adjust the sub-value functions and the weights in the additive value function. The ideas of incrementally eliciting preferences and of helping the user to explore and understand the space of alternatives are common to ATA and VMAP, although the particular ways in which they are implemented is different. ATA iteratively presents small sets of solutions, while VMAP provides a constant overview of the product space. Stolze 13 presents a product scoring catalog (PSC) using a soft navigation. When using soft navigation, the user expresses preferences of various strengths for product features, and the stated preferences are used to evaluate and sort products. The product alternatives are displayed in a way that higher-scoring products are more visible than lower-scoring products. PSC consists of three main parts. First, the product list shows the offered products with price and overall scoring. The user can view and compare product alternatives in the product list. Second, the scoring tree describes how products are evaluated. Scoring tree can be one of four different types: mix rule(M), scoring rule(R), scoring function(F), and product features that are referenced by the rules. Scoring rules and scoring functions describe how to score products with respect to a base preference, and mix rules describe the relative importance of base preferences. In addition, scoring tree displays product features and their values for the product selected in the product list. Third, the editing panel is used to indicate relative importance values of product features. PSC and VMAP have a number of similarities but VMAP adds the ability to view the product space at a high level and then zoom in on portions of the space to examine them in more detail. Shearin and Lieberman 15 present a system called Apt Decision for helping users to choose apartments. The design of Apt Decision emphasizes flexibility of the preference elicitation process. The system starts with a default preference model and then allows the user to provide a small number of criteria in the initial interaction. The system then displays a ranked list of apartments, with each apartment listing containing far more features than in the initial user query. The user can then select any of these features as being desirable or undesirable. In this way, the user can incrementally discover features of importance and incrementally specify his preferences. Features are added to the preference model by dragging and dropping them into slots. The slots with features are constantly displayed on the same screen as the apartment ranking so that the user always has an overview of the current preference model. In addition to dragging and dropping features, the user can specify preferences by choosing between presented pairs of apartments. Differences between the pair are then translated into modifications to the preference model. The user can at any time remove features from the preference model or change the weights of features. While Apt Decision provides a flexible interface for construction of preferences, it does not support the user in learning about the relationships among attributes. Carenini and Moore 16 propose combining interactive data exploration and analysis (IDEA) with a multimedia explanation for product search and selection. IDEA systems provide environments that include visualization and interaction to enable users to explore a set of data or items. They permit users to control the level of detail, eliminate part of the information, and create new information by transforming the original information. Carenini and Moore argue that IDEAs are an appropriate decision making framework for computer-and graphics-literature users, particularly when the decision is the selection of an object out of a large set of possible alternatives and the selection is performed with respect to the object values over a set of attributes. In addition to the issue of helping the user find an optimal alternative, Carenini and Moore are interested in issues of decision confidence and satisfaction, and of flexible use of information to make a decision. They point out that even users who are comfortable using IDEA systems may need assistance when they encounter situations they do not expect or understand. For this they propose integrating a multimedia explanation facility. They illustrate their ideas with a system for helping users choose houses. The system provides a 2D visualization of attributes such as location, price, number of rooms, and lot size. It is capable of generating explanations to questions such as "Why are these houses much cheaper than those houses?" Motivated by the belief that the preference elicitation process should be an integral part of the search process, Pu and Faltings 17 advocate an example-based approach to product search and selection. Their SmartClient system supports example-based search along with tradeoff analysis. A user starts the search by specifying a query including any number of preferences. Based on this initial preference model, the search engine finds and displays a set of matching results. The user then either accepts a result, or takes a near solution and posts critiques to that result. Critiques are small revisions to the current preference values. A critique may involve asking for a cheaper product or a better quality product. In addition, SmartClient permits the user to modify the relative importance of a preference, thus enabling the user to perform tradeoff analysis while searching for products. The preference model used can be either a value function or a set of soft constraints. 35 Pu and Kumar 5 evaluate their example critiquing approach against a standard ranked list search. The ranked list approach they compare to permit the user to rank a set of products along any single dimension at a time, such as price. They compare SmartClient with this ranking approach in the domain of apartment search, using two databases of 50 apartments each and a set of 22 subjects. They conclude that SmartClient performs only marginally better than the ranked list search for simple tradeoff tasks. But as the complexity of the tradeoff tasks increases, the performance of the ranked list degrades significantly in terms of average completion time and error rate, and SmartClient's performance becomes much stronger. Interestingly, their results also show that more subjects expressed a higher confidence level with answers found using the ranked list search than using SmartClient. They observe that this is due primarily to the fact that users feel they can see everything with the ranked list search, while the SmartClient system is hiding information. This result provides support for the VMAP design which constantly provides the user with an overview of the available alternatives.
The approach closest to that of VMAP is embodied in Blythe's VEIL (Visual Exploration and Incremental Elicitation) system. 12 Like VMAP, VEIL integrates MAUT with visualization to support product search and selection. The primary motivation behind VEIL is to provide an effective interface that implements incremental preference elicitation, in which preference elicitation is interleaved with applying the current preference model to the set of alternatives to generate new suggestions. 7 Blythe illustrates VEIL in the domain of flight selection. VEIL assumes a linear additive value function and permits the user to directly specify the weights of the function or to specify preferences among pairs of alternative items. Pairwise preferences are then translated into linear constraints on the value function and linear programming is used to infer a value function consistent with the constraints. The exact interface for specifying preferences is not described. In VMAP, a major design effort has been to integrate the V-Tool and MAP-Tool components in a single screen in such a way that the user has an easily graspable overview of the search process at all times. The visualization component of VEIL uses a 2D projection to display items. The attributes of the two axes are fixed.
Other attributes are depicted with shape, width, height, and a textual label. The scoring according to the value function is depicted with shading, as well as the score shown as a number. The use of a 2D display makes VEIL's interface easier to understand than VMAP's, particularly for users who are not used to graphical displays, but it also limits the amount of information that can be displayed. Due to the less flexible nature of its visualization interface in comparison to that of VMAP, VEIL seems most suited to domains where items can be described in terms of relatively few attributes.
Morningstar's stock-trading guide 36 supports users in searching for investment funds. One tool on the site combines preference elicitation with a simple form of visualization. Users can specify criteria and weights and see the ranked list of funds dynamically updated. The funds are displayed in order, with their scores shown as a bar graph. A second tool, the investment radar, provides a visualization of funds according to a fixed set of attributes. The site does not combine the visualization of the ranking with the visualization of the attribute space as is done in VMAP.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel approach to integration visualization and MAUT to support product search and selection. Our VMAP approach directly addresses the following important design criteria, motivated by behavioral aspects of online shopping and decision making:
• The system should reveal domain knowledge whenever possible.
• The system should not impose a rigid order for preference elicitation.
• The system should reveal the consequences of the user's partially expressed preferences at all stages.
• The system should support incremental elicitation of preferences.
VMAP does this by providing and integrating on one screen both a multiattribute preference tool (MAP-tool) and a product visualization tool (V-tool). The V-tool displays the set of available products, with each product displayed as a point in a 3D attribute space. By viewing the product space, users can gain an overview of the range of available products, as well as an understanding of the relationships between their attributes. The MAP-tool integrates expression of preferences and filter conditions, which are then immediately reflected in the V-tool display. In this way, the user can immediately see the consequences of his expressed preferences on the product space. By including the entire preference elicitation interface in one screen, the user can easily specify preferences in any order and change earlier expressed preferences.
Comparison of VMAP with a traditional MAUT-based product selection tool over a group of 122 users shows that although VMAP is somewhat more difficult to use than a traditional MAUT product selection tool, it provides better flexibility, provides the ability to more effectively explore the product domain, and produces more confidence in the selected product. VMAP thus presents an important step in achieving more natural decision support for online shopping. Please indicate your satisfaction of the design of the system you visited with the following statements. Circle a number on the scale such as 1 indicates strongly disagree and 7 strongly agree.
